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Cadie Pruss
105 Jennie Lane
Lewistown, PA 17044

Ms. Mary Bender
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

Re. Doc. No. 06-2452 Proposed Changes to the Dog Law

Dear Ms. Bender,

Even the Human Society of the United States (HSUS) acknowledges that there are "good dog
breeders". The changes that are currently proposed for Pennsylvania's Dog Law will make it very,
very difficult for the "good dog breeders" in this state to continue to provide their dogs with the
exceptional care they currently offer.

In a publication easily found on HSUS's site entitled "How to Find a Good Dog Breeder"
(http://www.hsus.org/web-files/PDF/Good_breeder.pdf) they recommend that someone looking for a
healthy, well adjusted dog "look for one who at a minimum:" 1. keeps dogs in the home as part of the
family- not outside in kennel runs.

The currently proposed changes would be a great disservice to our wonderful community of
responsible breeders here in Pennsylvania who raise dogs in a home environment. I think I speak for
all responsible breeders when I state that we would like to see the conditions of dogs kept in
"commercial" breeding kennels improved, however we feel that these proposed changes would place a
great hardship on those breeders who genuinely care about a particular breed and are breeding for breed
improvement, not the production of puppies.

While 26 dogs may sound like a lot, with the current wording, these 26 dogs do not have to be
residents or produced at a kennel. Responsible breeders frequently have "dog visitors" because their
friends and relatives know that their home is "dog friendly". Since this number accumulates over a
calendar year, it could conceivably add up to 26 dogs easily. For that matter, any socially active citizen
that has friends/family over two times a month (plus 2 extras around the Holidays) that stay with a dog
will need a kennel license. Is that what this law is intended for?

Sincerely,

CadiePruss
Attached: How to Find a Good Dog Breeder
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How to
Find a
Good Dog
Breeder

Sc)o you've decided to get a dog.

You're prepared to feed, exercise,

train, clean up after, work through

problems with, and love a dog every

day for the next 10 to 20 years. You've

evaluated your lifestyle and know exactly

what sort of dog you're looking for (e.g.,

a high energy dog to go running with you or

a more sedate dog to lounge on the couch

with you), and you know that you need to

seek desired characteristics in individual dogs,

not just a breed, because breed is no guaran-

tee of temperament or likes and dislikes.

Because you know that about one in every four

dogs in U.S. animal shelters is purebred, you

start there, because you want to do a great thing

and help a homeless dog. You know that most

dogs lose their homes because of "people rea-

sons" like cost, lack of time, lifestyle changes (new

baby, divorce, moving, or marriage), or allergies, and

not because of something the dog has done. You've

checked out the purebred rescue group for your de-

sired breed, but still haven't found "The One." And

you know better than to buy a puppy from

a pet store because most of those puppies come from

mass breeding facilities better known as puppy mills.

So you've decided to buy a dog from a breeder-but you



don't want to

support someone

who doesn't have the

dogs' best interests in mind.

How do you identify a reputable

breeder? First, know that good

breeders don't breed to make money

—they don't sell their puppies to the

first person who shows up with cash in

hand. Too often, unsuspecting people buy

puppies from "backyard breeders" (or

neighbors) who breed their dogs to make a lit-

tle money or simply because they have dogs

"with papers." Too often, the result of such prac-

tices includes puppies with poor health or tem-

perament problems that may not be discovered until

years later. Unfortunately, these new pet families

often end up heartbroken, with dogs who have genetic

health problems or who develop significant behavior

problems due to a lack of early socialization. In some

cases, these problems can cost thousands of dollars to

So to avoid these pitfalls and choose a good breeder,

look for one who at a minimum:

Keeps dogs in the home as part of the family-not out-

side in kennel runs

Has dogs who appear happy and healthy, are excited

to meet new people, and don't shy away from visitors

Shows you where the dogs spend most of their t ime-

in a clean, well maintained area

Encourages you to spend time with the puppy's par-

ents-at a minimum, the pup's mother-when you visit

Only breeds one or two types of dogs and is

knowledgeable about what are called "breed standards"

(the desired characteristics of the breed, such as size,

proportion, coat, color, and temperament)

Has a strong relationship with a local veterinarian and

shows you records of veterinary visits for the puppies



and explains the puppies' medical history and what

vaccinations your new puppy will need

Explains in detail the potential genetic problems

inherent in the breed (every breed has specific genetic

predispositions) and provides documentation-through

organizations such as the Orthopedic Foundation for

Animals (OFAHhat the puppy's parents and grandparents

have been tested to ensure that they are free of these

genetic problems

Offers guidance for caring for and training your puppy and

is available for assistance after you take your puppy home

Provides references from other families who have

purchased puppies

Feeds high quality "premium" brand pet food

Doesn't always have puppies available but rather will keep

a list of interested people for the next available litter

Is actively involved with local, state, and national clubs that

specialize in the specific breed; good breeders may also

compete the dogs in conformation trials (which judge how

closely dogs match their "breed standard"), obedience tri-

als (which judge how well dogs perform specific sets of

tasks on command), or tracking and agility trials

Encourages multiple visits and wants your entire family

to meet the puppy

Provides you with a written contract and health guarantee

and allows plenty of time for you to read it thoroughly;

the breeder should not require that you use a specific vet-

erinarian

In addition to those criteria, you'll want a breeder who

requires some things of you, too. The breeder should

require you to:

Explain why you want a dog

Explain who in your family will be responsible for the pup's

daily care, who will attend training classes, where the

dog will spend most of his or her time, and what

"rules" have been decided upon for the puppy-for

example, whether or not the dog will be

allowed on furniture



Provide a veterinary reference

Provide proof from your landlord or condominium board

(if you rent or live in a condominium complex) that you

are allowed to have a dog

Sign- a contract that you will spay or neuter the dog

unless you will be actively involved in showing him

or her (which applies to show-quality dogs only)

Sign a contract stating that you will return the dog

to the breeder should you be unable to keep the

dog at any point in the dog's life

If the breeder you're working with doesn't meet all of

these minimum criteria, The Humane Society of the

United States advises you to walk away. Remember,

your dog will likely live 10 to 20 years, so it's well worth

investing some time now to be sure you're working with

a reputable breeder who breeds healthy, happy dogs.

You can find reputable breeders by asking for referrals

from your veterinarian or from trusted friends, contacting

local breed clubs, or visiting dog shows. Remember,

a reputable breeder will never sell dogs through a pet

store or In any other way that doesn't allow interaction

with buyers to ensure that the puppies are a good

match for the families and that the buyers will provide

responsible lifelong homes.

Please don't ever buy a dog without personally visiting

where he or she was born and raised. Take the time

now to find the right breeder and you'll be thanking

yourself for the rest of your dog's life.

For more information.

about responsible

pet care, contact

The Humane Society of

the United States,

2100 L Street, RW,

Washington, DC 20037-

202-4-52-1100

www.hsu3.org


